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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a rate-compatible FEC scheme based on LDPC codes together with its soft-ware reconfigurable unified FPGA architecture. By FPGA emulation, we demonstrate that the proposed class of rate-compatible LDPC codes based on puncturing and general-ized LDPC coding with an overhead from 25% to 46% provides a coding gain ranging from 12.67 dB to 13.8 dB at a post-FEC BER of 10-15. As a result, the proposed rate-compatible codes represent one of the strong FEC candidates of soft-decision FEC for both short-haul and long-haul optical transmission systems.
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1. Introduction

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes belonging to a class of linear block codes are among the superior error-correcting codes with simple decoding procedure. In general, LDPC codes can be represented by sparse parity-check matrix (PCM) H which contains only fewer entries of non-zero elements. The sparseness of non-zero elements in rows and columns of H determines the degree distribution of the code. If there is a uniform degree distribution in a row (check node) weight and column (variable node) weight of PCM H, then the LDPC code is called the regular LDPC code otherwise, it is an irregular LDPC code. Based on the degree of parallelism, LDPC decoders are classified into two categories: (1) LDPC decoders with highly parallel design and (2) LDPC decoders with partially parallel design. LDPC decoders with a high degree of parallelism are most often preferred in designing of power-efficient and high throughput LDPC decoders. These types of decoders usually require higher processing units and have high interconnect complexity. In order to minimize the excessive routing and hardware complexity of the highly parallel decoding architectures, reduced complexity min-sum and split-row min-sum schemes were proposed. On the other hand, the LDPC decoders with partially parallel designs are preferred for designing decoders with smaller area and high core utilization. The major drawbacks of LDPC decoders with partially parallel design is that they achieve low decoding throughput with the increased memory overhead.

Modern high-speed optical communication systems require high-performance FEC engines that can support throughputs of 100Gbit/s or multiple thereof, which have low-power consumption, while providing high net coding gains at a target bit-error rate of 10-15, and which are preferably adaptable to the time-varying optical channel conditions. Thanks to their remarkable error-correcting capabilities and recent development of corresponding integrated circuits, low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes and turbo-product codes have led to their recent inclusion in several standards in optical community, such as ITU-T G.975, G.709; and hence represent the key technologies enabling the development of 400Gb/s, 1Tb/s Ethernet, and beyond. Recently, soft-decision binary and non-binary LDPC codes with an outer hard-decision code, usually high-rate Reed-Solomon (RS) or BCH code, pushing the system BER to levels below target BER. However, the implementation of such a concatenated LDPC codes requires a thorough under-standing of the LDPC code performance and a properly designed interleaver between the LDPC code and the outer code should be employed to avoid the errors at the output of LDPC decoder.
II. LDPC CODES

When the channel state information (CSI) is known at the transmit end and the data transmission takes place over time-varying channels, an error control coding scheme with a fixed code rate is not the best solution. In such situations, an error-correction scheme with flexibility in code rates is desirable since such scheme can encode data at different rates depending on the reliability of the channel. High-rate codes are applied to achieve higher data throughput if the channel condition is good, otherwise low-rate codes are used to ensure reliable transmission. Thus, both capacity and reliability can be realized in such scenarios. However, deploying many pairs of encoders and decoders is not feasible in practical applications due to their high memory and storage costs. Rate-compatible (RC) codes refer to a family of codes where higher rate codes are embedded in lower rate codes; in other words, the factor graphs of higher rate codes are subgraphs of lower rate codes. For example, Lin and Yu designed an RC coding scheme for a hybrid automatic repeat-request with forward error correction (ARQ/FEC) system, where the transmitter sends additional redundant bits upon request until the decoder claims a successful decoding. Having been applied to convolutional codes and turbo codes, RC techniques are proven not only to enhance system performance but also to only require low hardware complexity thanks to the structure of a single pair of encoder and decoder.

Construction 1A. An M by N matrix (M rows, N columns) is created at random with weight per column t (e.g., t = 3), and weight per row as uniform as possible, and overlap between any two columns no greater than 1. (The weight of a column is the number of non-zero elements; the overlap between two columns is their inner product.)

Construction 2A. Up to M/2 of the columns are designated weight 2 columns, and these are constructed such that there is zero overlap between any pair of columns. The remaining columns are made at random with weight 3, with the weight per row as uniform as possible, and overlap between any two columns of the entire matrix no greater than 1.

Constructions 1B and 2B. A small number of columns are deleted from a matrix produced by constructions 1A and 2A, respectively, so that the bipartite graph corresponding to the matrix has no short cycles of length less than some length l. The above constructions do not ensure that all the rows of the matrix are linearly independent, so the M × N matrix created is the parity matrix of a linear code with rate at least R ≡ K/N, where K = N − M. We report results on the assumption that the rate is R. The generator matrix of the code can be created by Gaussian elimination. We simulated a Gaussian channel with binary input ±a and additive noise of variance σ 2 = 1. If one communicates using a code of rate R then it is conventional to describe the signal to noise ratio by $\frac{E_b}{N_0} = \frac{a^2}{2\sigma^2}$ and to report this number in decibels as 10 log10 Eb/N0.

Construction of RC-LDPC Codes Using Puncturing:

Given a mother or parent LDPC code containing K information bits, the code rate is given by $R = \frac{K}{N}$ where N is the block length. Suppose that $m$ represents the message with $K$ bits from the source, $c$ denotes the encoded data with $N$ bits, $c'$ is the punctured data, and $m$ denotes the estimate of the original message using a belief propagation (BP) decoding algorithm given the unpunctured data $r$. The log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of a punctured bit is set to 0 at the beginning of the decoding process. Suppose that $P$ bits are punctured before transmission, so the resulting code rate is given by $R' = \frac{K}{N - P}$ and the puncturing rate by $\rho = \frac{P}{N}$. We assume that the decoder has perfect knowledge regarding the puncturing pattern, i.e., the positions of punctured bits in a code word. Otherwise, some side information is needed to send the puncturing pattern to the receiver end. Puncturing is a common and simple method to construct RC codes, for which a higher rate is achievable by means of removing a subset of encoded bits $c$. 
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A randomly chosen puncturing pattern can be used to realize the rate compatibility at the expense of significant performance degradation. Intentional puncturing methods have been investigated for short block-length LDPC codes ranging from asymptotic analysis to grouping and sorting variable nodes. In contrast to those methods, the proposed puncturing schemes aim to reduce the performance loss caused by puncturing from a cycle distribution perspective, i.e., the puncturing pattern is selected in the sense that the removed bits will break a certain number of short cycles, which significantly improves the connectivity of the TG.

### III. Proposed method

**FPGA architecture of proposed RC LDPC Decoder**

In this Section, we first provide the overall architecture of our FPGA emulation platform. After that we provide the details of the pro-posed FPGA architecture for the proposed RC LDPC decoder. The puncturing-based LDPC decoder is used as a reference.

**Overview Architecture**

The performance of the proposed rate-adaptive LDPC codes is demonstrated using a set of FPGAs, whose high-level diagram is presented in Fig. 1. This high level verification tool is similar to others and consists of three main parts: a set of Gaussian noise generators, a partially pipelined LDPC decoder, and an error counter block. The Gaussian noise generator generates noise samples using a combination of Box-Muller algorithm and central limit theorem following the guidelines. Such generated sequence of noise samples is multiplied with standard deviation of noise $\sigma$ and fed to the LDPC decoder with quantized LLRs. There are three types of software reconfigurable registers to be initialized in the high-level diagram. The first set of registers are instantiated to define the noise variance and the codeword to be transmitted, the second set of registers to configure the rate adaptive LDPC decoder, including the number of layered iterations, the amount of bit to be punctured, and the number of generalized check nodes; and the third set of registers stores the number of uncoded errors, coded errors, and transmitted code words.

![High-level schematic of the FPGA-based evaluation platform.](image)

**Rate-Compatible LDPC Decoder Architecture**

Fig. 2(a) presents the overview of the re-configurable binary LDPC decoder, which consists of two parts; namely, memories and processors. The processors can be classified into following categories:

(i) variable-node processor (VNP) corresponding

(ii) Scaled min-sum check-node processor (SMS-CNP) (iii) MAP based CNP (MAP-CNP, also referred as generalized-CNP) and (iv) early termination unit (ETU). Four sets of block RAMs are used in the implementation of RC LDPC decoder: (i) block RAM with size of stores the channel LLRs, (ii) block RAM stores the messages from check-nodes to variable-nodes, (iii) Block RAM with size of $n$ stores the decoded bits,
(iv) Additional block RAM inside each CNP stores the intermediate values. In discussion above, $\gamma$ de-notes the column weight, $n$ is the codeword length. There are two types of reconfigurable routers used in the implementation as well: (i) puncturing-mux is used to select the input either be the outputs of VNP or the largest positive LLR, and (ii) generalized-mux selects either the outputs of SMS-CNP or MAP-CNP.

Fig. 2. Rate-adaptive LDPC decoder architecture: (a) overall architecture, (b) architecture of regular CNP, and (c) architecture of BCJR-based generalized CNP.

As with other codes, the maximum likelihood decoding of an LDPC code on the binary symmetric channel is an NP-complete problem. Performing optimal decoding for a NP-complete code of any useful size is not practical.

However, sub-optimal techniques based on iterative belief propagation decoding give excellent results and can be practically implemented. The sub-optimal decoding techniques view each parity check that makes up the LDPC as an independent single parity check (SPC) code. Each SPC code is decoded separately using soft-in-soft-out (SISO) techniques such as SOVA, BCJR, MAP, and other derivate thereof. The soft decision information from each SISO decoding is cross-checked and updated with other redundant SPC decoding of the same information bit. Each SPC code is then decoded again using the updated soft decision information. This process is iterated until a valid code word is achieved or decoding is exhausted. This type of decoding is often referred to as sum-product decoding.

The decoding of the SPC codes is often referred to as the “check node” processing, and the cross-checking of the variables is often referred to as the ”variable-node” processing.

In a practical LDPC decoder implementation, sets of SPC codes are decoded in parallel to increase throughput. In contrast, belief propagation on the binary erasure channel is particularly simple where it consists of iterative constraint satisfaction.
IV. Simulation results

Fig.3. Simulated output

Fig.4. RTL schematic for encoder and decoder

Fig.5. Technology Schematic of encoder and decoder
V. CONCLUSION

An important outcome of the work with algebraic codes was the demonstration that highly redundant parity-check matrices can lead to very good iterative decoding performances without the need for very long block lengths. While the probability of a random graph having a highly redundant parity-check matrix is vanishingly small, the field of combinatorial designs offers a rich source of algebraic constructions for matrices which are both sparse and redundant.
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